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The effect of heat insulation is good

R-FLEX insulation material has closeness hole structure and surface is fine, hot to conduct

coefficient to low and keeps steady, from cold hot medium insolate effect, therefore it is thin to

use material thickness, can raise layer notes, have saved building space.

Dampproof defence closes dew

R-FLEX insulation material as the layer of heat insulation, is also dampproof  layer, need not add

steam infiltration protection layer additionally;  even if surface  part is harmed, will not also affect

overall dampproof performance.

Flame retardant defence smoke performance good.

R-FLEX insulation material quilt flame calcination, will not melt, it is fiery ball to will not drip, the

smoke density that produces is very low and unique to will not make flame stretch. At the same

time the material is tested IE ASTME84-B and UL94V-0 and UL723.

Appearance luxurious is even and orderly and beautiful

R-FLEX insulation has high flexible, has soft quality, smooth surface and exterior need not be

decorated, even if not hang top, it is also insurable to have high gradeness.

Installation convenience is shortcut

R-FLEX insulation material because of need not other supplementary layer, therefore installation

construction is simple and shortcut, need to cut adhesion only, is maximum to have saved 

man-days.

With other rubber-plastic heat insulating materials the different place that compares with

one hundred millions overload insulation material

The integral performance of professional quality

The way of type selecting of simple and convenient science.

reputably outstanding big advantages
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